Mocha Light Roast Espresso Desert Sand
Amber Bronze Georgia Clay Brown Stone
Rose Quartz Red Rock Painted Desert Copper Patina
Emerald Serpentine Blue Stone Caribbean Blue
Concrete Gray Welsh Slate
Amethyst Ocean Blue Amethyst Concrete Gray
Dark Brown Antique Cork Ruby Red Black

Penetrating translucent color treatment for interior concrete floors

The colors on this page are for representation only. Color results cannot be guaranteed. Actual colors may vary. Test samples must be applied.
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Perfect for polished concrete

Consolideck® GemTone Stain transforms dull grey concrete into decorative, low-maintenance finished concrete flooring.

Safe, water-based

This non-flammable, water-reducible formulation penetrates and colors cementitious surfaces without risk of etching the surface or corroding nearby architectural metals.

Unlimited colors

Use GemTone Stains alone or in layers over grey, integrally colored, acid-stained or color-hardened concrete for an unlimited range of colors.

Simple to use

GemTone Stains are liquid concentrates in pre-measured 12-oz and 60-oz packages. Simply add the 12-oz package to one gallon of fresh water or the 60-oz package to five gallons of fresh water to make a vibrant concrete stain. To apply, just spray and spread. Concentrated GemTone Stain minimizes freight, handling, storage and container disposal costs.

Apply penetrating GemTone Stains to concrete before hardening/densifying with Consolideck® LS®, then burnish on Consolideck® LGuard® to enhance the color with a high-glass protective finish.

Vibrant colors turn gray concrete into colorful decorative concrete.

Adds color & depth to diamond-polished concrete.

Enhances integrally colored, acid stained, color-hardened or concrete colored with solvent-based dyes.

Ideal for use under Consolideck® lithium-silicate hardeners/densifiers.


Will not etch polished concrete surfaces or corrode surrounding metals. No need to neutralize.

Easy application and fast drying lets color be added and blended.

Produces consistent gem-like color on any age concrete floor.

Penetrates deeper than acid stains or conventional color pigments. Will not peel or flake.

Standard colors may be intermixed to create an unlimited number of color variations.

Additional coats may be applied to improve color depth, uniformity and intensity.

May be diluted with water, acetone or other approved solvent to produce a ready-to-use stain. See dilution instructions.

GemTone Stain is Living Building Challenge Red List Compliant.
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